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Solidarity among companies in the Corona crisis  
ECM-specialist windream supports customers with free 
licenses for the home office 
 
Bochum. – Free licences for home office solutions - this is what the 
software company windream GmbH enables its customers in the corona 
crisis. Since recently, the company has been providing its existing 
customers with suitable license extensions free of charge. This campaign 
is an example of how medium-sized companies can support each other in 
order to master the current challenges. 
 
Spontaneous customer reaction: "Really great!" 
 

"To help so quickly and unbureaucratically in this difficult situation for all of us is 

really great and we really appreciate it. It's a good feeling to have such a 

partner on our side. A big thank you from the Weissenburg team." This is how 

Matthias Kranich, managing director of the Rastatt based weisenburger bau 

GmbH, expresses himself in the sense of further windream customers. Just like 

many others, his company is under enormous pressure to keep up business in 

the face of rapidly changing news. With the components now provided by 

windream GmbH, employees can work in their home office and thus reduce 

social contacts in order to comply with the official regulations for containing the 

risk of infection. 
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„A friend in need…“ 
 

"We are currently receiving many customer enquiries - especially from small 

and medium-sized enterprises that want to expand their existing software 

systems. All of them urgently need home office solutions, which usually involves 

additional license costs per workstation", explains Roger David, CEO of 

windream GmbH. He now considers all companies to have a macroeconomic 

responsibility and says: "For us, this is also a question of cooperation. We 

regard our customers as partners and friends, and we wish them well. We 

support wherever we can."  

 

„…. is a friend indeed!“ 
 

Therefore, windream GmbH will provide all existing customers with the required 

licenses as an extension for their existing windream systems free of charge for 

at least three months. The promotion period will be extended until the Robert 

Koch Institute has again classified the risk of infection as low nationwide. For 

new customers, windream GmbH also offers liquidity-saving options. 

 
 
About windream GmbH 
windream GmbH develops and distributes the windream ECM-system. windream GmbH currently 
employs 100 people and supports a network of about 250 distribution, integration and cooperation 
partners throughout Europe, the USA, South America and Africa. International enterprises such 
as Bilfinger Noell, the DFS Deutsche Flugsicherung (German Air Traffic Control), Deutz AG, 
Swisscom and Koenig & Bauer are included among the company's customers. 
 
About the windream Enterprise Content Management System 
windream, protected by patent since 2003, is counted amongst the leading solutions for acquiring, 
administering and archiving electronic documents in the office sector as well as in the field of 
SAP-integrated applications. windream is the first ECM-system worldwide to be integrated into 
an operating system.  
The Standard Edition is generally used by smaller and medium-sized companies and the 
Business Edition by large enterprises. A whole variety of integrations into third-party products 
extend the windream product portfolio. Integrations into ERP-, resource management, financial 
accounting, knowledge management, groupware and imaging / data capturing solutions as well 
as integrations into different branch-specific software systems are included among the product 
range. windream has achieved a first-class result as a participant in the BARC studies "Enterprise 
Content Management" in all test disciplines. 
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